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Abstract
THESIS: Building Community Among Online Learners
STUDENT: Lee M. Haynes
DEGREE: Master of Arts
COLLEGE: College of Communication, Information, and Media
DATE: December, 2021
PAGES: 86
Online learners are increasing in number, many learners face feelings of isolation. One
way to quell those feelings of isolation is the formation of a community around the learner. Using
the Community of Inquiry framework, this study engages a two-part design including several
instructor interviews and a learner survey to discern which teaching strategies were perceived as
most effective at forming community within their course. Using constructivist teaching methods,
with active learning assignments, being creative with Web 2.0 technologies, and building a strong
social presence were instrumental in learners’ perceptions correlating with increased sense of
learning community. The findings for this study show applicability to building online learning
communities and establishing some best practices for instructors who are new to teaching in a
virtual setting.

Keywords: virtual community, online learning, learning community, Community of
Inquiry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The ongoing COVID-19 global pandemic highlights the necessity for traditional
universities to “adapt or die” within their current models. Social distancing has required learners
from preschool to postgraduate school to study online and to learn from home. Yet, even before
this paradigm shift, The National Center for Education Statistics reported that enrollments in
online coursework for undergraduate learners had risen sharply since 2003 when only 16% of
learners had participated in any coursework online(“Digest of Education Statistics,” 2018).
However, in the 2018-19 school year, at least 34% of higher education learners experienced part
or all of their coursework online (“The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System.” n.d).
The unprecedented nature of COVID-19 changed day-to-day life across the globe,
including the fact that it forced nearly all learners to engage with their education online in some
form. Research shows that learners perceive online instruction differently than in-person
instruction (Bali & Liu, 2018; Kauffman, 2015), and data from The National Student
Clearinghouse Research Center shows that the total enrollment in college and universities
nationwide dropped 4% at the start of the 2020 academic year. However, more startling is the
21.7% decline in the number of high school graduates moving directly on to higher learning in
2020 compared to their 2019 predecessors (Sedmak, 2020a; Sedmak, 2020b), removing them
from participation in higher education enrollment. The impact of this was particularly damaging
to public colleges and graduates of high poverty, low income, and urban high schools (Sedmak,
2020b). The two exceptions to this drop in enrollments are for-profit schools and primarily
online institutions, which saw increasing enrollment at the start of the 2020 academic year. Most
online schools saw their enrollment gains among adult, non-traditional learners (Sedmak,
2020b).
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Early implementations of online learning programs limited the scope of online learning
primarily to individual learners studying in an “anywhere at any time” model (Houlden, 2019).
Attrition rates amongst online learners are notably high, and as a result, therefore student
engagement is crucial as a core component in keeping learners enrolled to completion in
successful online programs (Martin, 2018). One way to engage online learners and raise
satisfaction is by fostering a sense of community among learners. Although community forms
organically within traditional face-to-face classrooms, learners can struggle with creating
connections within online programs (Berry, 2019).
Using Community of Inquiry (Garrison et al., 1999) as a conceptual framework, this
thesis explores how a sense of community forms along two engagement channels:
learner-to-learner and learner-to-instructor in online learning environments. This thesis also
explores the nature of specific tools that are useful for engaging learner-to-content. The aim is to
help institutions and educators better understand how to design engaging, learner-centered online
programs with an eye toward fostering a sense of community among learners. This thesis will
include aggregation of existing data, original surveys, and interviews to achieve these goals.
Surveys were administered to online learners to explore their perception of the sense of
community established in their online coursework.
Charles Vogl (2016), in his book The Art of Community, defines community as “a group
of individuals who share a mutual concern for one another’s welfare” (p. 9). Similarly, in his
book, Community (2018), Peter Block describes community as “a place where we are
emotionally, spiritually, and psychologically a member” (p. 2). The significant distinction
between these two definitions is that Vogl talks about the community being a group, and Block
defines community as a place. The original concept of community was primarily tied to
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individuals who were located in the same geographic area. However, the advent of instantaneous
electronic communication methods enables individuals across vast distances to form
communities based on shared ideals. The internet provides virtual spaces for communities of
like-minded people, such as these, to congregate.
A sense of community is the individual’s concept of how well they fit and function within
the community. Through examination of several different definitions of sense of community,
Rovai (2002a) distills the essential elements as “mutual interdependence among members, sense
of belonging, connectedness, spirit, trust, interactivity, common expectations, shared values and
goals, and overlapping histories among members” (p. 4). Rovai, like Vogl, tries to separate what
individuals do together from where they do it together. Communities form in physical and virtual
classrooms, constructed by their spirit, trust, interaction, and shared learning goals (Rovai,
2002a). The traditional nature of communities tightly coupled with physical location is at odds
with the ubiquity and decentralized nature of the internet. Because of this, online learning
providers must learn to adapt with the changing and ever evolving technology available to them.
Garrison et al. (1999) developed the Community of Inquiry framework (CoI) to
understand online learning communities specifically. The CoI framework focused on studying
computer-moderated communication (CMC) within the context of virtual learning. This view of
virtual learning spaces consisted of asynchronous written communication between all parties.
The communication patterns studied established the importance of three virtual presences: social,
teaching, and cognitive.
Educational Technology
Technology is developing rapidly, and in the 20 years since Garrison developed the CoI
Framework, many new ways of interacting with other individuals in virtual spaces have come
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into the forefront. While some instructors still see the virtual learning environment as primarily
asynchronous text communication within a Learning Management System (LMS), such as
Canvas, Blackboard, or Moodle, there are now a plethora of other media through which the
forward-thinking online educator can reach learners. Instructors can now readily integrate
technologies considered part of Web 2.0 such as Twitter, blogs, wikis, and Google Drive with
the LMS to create a robust multi- or transmedia environment to deliver academic content.
Because of the global Covid-19 pandemic, almost everyone around the world was forced to use
and understand video conferencing software like Zoom. To connect with others while
social-distancing, video conferencing became the way that many people worked and gathered.
Video conferencing became the means through which many schools, including Ball State
University, conducted teaching sessions.
Research suggests that learning communities in online environments may be more
effective when instructors focus on various media and platforms, enhancing communication
between instructors and learners (Abdelmalak, 2015). Abdelmalak suggests that the use of Web
2.0 technologies in well-designed online coursework is more engaging to learners. Also, forming
a learning community helps learners feel less isolated and allows the instructor to convey
course-related content, empowering the learning community to find more profound and practical
meaning within said course content. Technologies such as Google Drive (including Docs, Sheets,
and Slides), Wikis, Twitter, and blogs enhanced the learner’s perceptions of community with
their fellow learners. The study found Skype to be less effective in connecting learners in their
virtual communities because many learners preferred to engage with others using their quicker
text-based messaging such as their cell phone or through the LMS(Abdelmalak, 2015). Learners
also showed a preference for learning activities rooted in tangible outcomes:
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“The online environment offers multiple ways for students to share with a larger
public (e.g. videos, wikis, etc) so one way to make the learning activities more
relevant to the “real world” could be to incorporate the “real world” into those
activities. The additional benefit to such projects would lie in requiring students to
communicate and collaborate with each other, the importance of which was also
supported by this study (Cole et al., 2021 p 878).”
Virtual courses designed with these facts in mind can potentially bring in real-world
active learning activities to engage all learners. They can provide an avenue for learners
to mitigate feelings of isolation associated with learning as part of online coursework.
The Translation Myth
As a part of their instructor interview, [P11] spoke frankly about their colleagues who
believed that their face-to-face instruction would translate directly to virtual teaching:
“...and that's not true. The engagements in an online platform have to be quick,
grabbing, and engaging. [While teaching] face-to-face, you have a larger set of
tools in your tool belt to engage students that you may not have depending on
your versedness with the online platform” ([P11], Personal Interview, 6/17/2021).
Research suggests that learning communities in online environments may be more
effective when instructors focus on and use various media and platforms that enhance
communication between instructor and learners and between learners, not just those they would
use in a face-to-face learning situation (Abdelmalak, 2015). The research also indicates that
forming a learning community at large helps learners feel less isolated and helps the instructor
convey course-related content in ways that empower the learning community to find more
profound and practical meaning within the course content.
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Learners also show a preference for learning activities rooted in real-world outcomes:
“The online environment offers multiple ways for students to share with a larger
public (e.g. videos, wikis, etc) so one way to make the learning activities more
relevant to the “real world” could be to incorporate the “real world” into those
activities. The additional benefit to such projects would lie in requiring students to
communicate and collaborate with each other, the importance of which was also
supported by this study (Cole et al., 2021 p 878).”
Virtual courses designed with these facts in mind may then be able to more effectively
engage the types of learners that intentionally opt-in to virtual learning over face-to-face
learning environments. Similarly, these findings may apply to instructors looking to
engage with learners less likely to voluntarily opt-in to virtual learning coursework
independently.
Most educational institutions were forced to transition to online learning from
face-to-face at the start of the Covid-19 global pandemic due to the health crisis. This
transition happened quickly in most cases, with very little time to research and design the
change. Outcomes with success varied. One published study showed the shift acceptable
from the viewpoint of both the instructors and learners, citing the success may have been
due to the presence of both the instructors and learners with previous virtual learning
experiences (Richardson, 2020).
The Ideal Virtual Learner
As more and more learners are choosing to engage with their education virtually, research
suggests that there is a particular subset of users who will thrive academically regardless of the
environment. Further, research indicates that particular learners may be even more successful in
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virtual learning environments than in traditional face-to-face classrooms. Due to the variety of
learners and their current perceptions about virtual learning in any given course, viewing virtual
learning spaces as “learner-centered” may be even more vital to instructors than in traditional
classroom settings (Cole et al., 2021).
Early studies on the traits of successful online learners were described by Dabbagh as
“...independent, place-bound, adult, self-motivated, disciplined self-starter, and goal-oriented
learner… (2007, p 219). Researchers developed these traits by studying distance or
correspondence learners. A group of learners dating back over 100 years engaged with learning
institutions and learning through written or later telephonic correspondence and never set foot on
a campus or into a classroom. This model served as an early precursor to the development of
internet-based coursework. The model of the ideal learner influenced the way that online
learning was set up and carried out. As time passes and technology and virtual education
improves, a new type of ideal online learner is emerging (Dabbagh, 2007). While many of the
above traits are still helpful to current online learners, innovative virtual learning strategies, such
as working in cohorts, hi-flex (combining both in-person and virtual learning), and the
development of programs in emergent technologies, all blend to create a picture of an ideal
learner who is also skilled in communication, collaboration, and is tech-savvy. Current
traditional university-aged learners have grown up completely within the “internet era,” giving
them a natural proficiency in areas where older or non-traditional learners may not share the
same confidence and proficiency while navigating within a virtual learning environment. Further,
with the focus shifting from entirely written asynchronous communication, more varied learning
styles are engaging and thriving in virtual classrooms of all types (Cole et al., 2021; Abdelmalak,
2015).
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Active Learning Strategies
Active learning strategies engage the learner in the process of knowledge acquisition. The
implication is that learners, especially online learners, can learn and then apply skills such as
problem-solving, self-regulation, curiosity, and could lead to higher levels of feelings of
belonging within the educational environment (Koohang et al., 2016; Cole et al., 2021). This
type of active learning in a virtual setting requires learners to participate in their education, with
the ultimate goal of creating lifelong learners. Research shows that mature learners, graduate and
undergraduate learners aged 30-35, place a higher value on active learning elements within their
virtual coursework. This finding suggests that more older learners have the maturity and
experience to understand the importance of active learning activities. However, all learners saw
value in participatory learning (Koohang et al., 2016).
Active learning strategies focus on collaboration and frequently include small group
work. Instructors facilitate active learning to engage learners in learning from and teaching each
other (Theobald et al., 2017). Facilitation of group work and active learning exercises can be
problematic with learners scattered across distances and time. Many current programs still leave
out the group-work element because of the added difficulties faced in working around work and
family schedules of both traditional and non-traditional learners ( [P2], Personal Interview,
6/9/2021; [P3], Personal Interview, 6/17/2012; [P5], Personal Interview, 6/28/2021; and [P9],
Personal Interview, 6/20/2021). The added factor of ensuring the safety and equity of all learners
within group work settings may turn some instructors off to the idea of assigning group projects.
Even knowing that learners are more actively engaged, they perform better when working in a
group setting with other learners they feel comfortable with (Theobald et al., 2017).
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This project aims to answer the following research question: How can faculty and higher
education institutions effectively engage online learners in their courses and programs in ways
that foster a sense of community among learners? Ultimately, this thesis seeks to generate a
broad framework of best practices established for program- or institution-wide implementation to
engage online learners with their peers, instructors, and relevant learning materials.
The project goes about answering the research question with a two-part research design
model. The research design consisted of several instructor interviews followed by a survey of
their students. The constraints for this particular research design were time and access.
With more and better online programs available, traditional colleges and universities may
be able to increase offerings to a growing number of learners and design online programs and
degrees with no perceived loss in academic rigor and quality compared to on-campus
counterparts. While based in higher education, this study will also have implications for online
learning at all levels, including the increased potential for more actively engaged online primary
education programs and corporate training.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Community in Online Learning
Distance education, or the process of engaging in learning activities or programs on one’s
own, separated by distance from instructors and other learners (if applicable), has been around
for hundreds of years. With the advent of the technological revolution, distance and
correspondence learning has primarily given way to online learning. Online learning provides the
opportunity for geographically scattered learners to engage with institutions and programs that
they may otherwise be unable to access (Phirangee & Malec, 2017; Mayer, 2019). The early
iterations of online learning consisted of mainly the distance learning model, where learners
engaged with materials and then participated in discussions through asynchronous written
communication.
Online learning has experienced several issues throughout its lifespan. One problem with
the online learning model is that learners and many instructors view online learning as different
from courses presented in the traditional face-to-face manner (Bali & Liu, 2018; Kauffman,
2015). While there isn’t necessarily a difference in the perceived quality of the education, many
learners and instructors feel online learning to be less robust and less satisfying (Bali & Liu,
2018). A second most pressing issue with implementing online learning courses is the high
dropout rate among learners, which is much higher than their face-to-face counterparts. Dropout
rates among traditional university-driven online learning courses account for 50% of learners,
while learner-driven Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) report dropout rates as high as
90% (Gregori et al., 2018). Online learners can often feel isolated while studying independently,
with their instructors and fellow learners feeling like nothing more than words on a screen
(Garrison et al., 1999; Rovai, 2002b; Berry, 2019). One way to combat these feelings of isolation
is by building an online community, giving learners a place and people to connect with
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surrounding their studies (Berry, 2019). This community can be informal, loose lines of
communication open between learners and instructors, or a more formalized community like
Garrison et al. describe (1999) in the case of a Community of Inquiry (CoI).
The word community comes from the same Latin root as the word common. The first
definition speaks mainly to shared geography, yet the second definition speaks to a shared set of
values. In common parlance, the two descriptions can be used in concert. We tend to think of
community as people in a shared space with common goals. However, A sense of community
runs deeper than that; a feeling of connectedness to a place or group, even when the individual is
a stranger to the community. The individual believes that they “already belong” before and at
their first encounter with the group (Block, 2018; Vogl, 2016). An individual’s sense of
community is the feeling of belonging to a larger group working together toward a shared goal.
These goals can be significant, like saving the planet, or shorter-term and less ambitious, like
passing this class. While advances in technology increase the ease and speed of reaching out to
other individuals, the online landscape makes communicating with others different than it ever
has been before. Online communications are typically quick, fleeting, and anonymous. Creating
community takes time and a more profound understanding and may be aided by creating a digital
“third place” for learners (Aldosemani et al., 2016).
Third places
In his work, Oldenburg (1989) defined the third place as a public place (outside work and
home) where local residents gather in person to converse with other community members. Many
consider local cafes or coffee shops as their third place. Virtual third places such as social media
platforms like Facebook and Twitter inject users into the same types of informal communities,
making connections between users, all from behind a screen. Developers built third places like
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VRChat and RecRoom specifically to give Virtual Reality (VR) users a third place in the VR
space. These established virtual third places could provide instructors with some clues about how
to design and implement an academic “third place” for learners to assemble to find and build the
community between themselves.
The Community of Inquiry Framework
The Community of Inquiry (CoI) framework developed by Garrison, et al. in 1999 is a
framework for a meaningful technology-based educational experience. The CoI framework
consists of three essential components, Teaching Presence, Cognitive Presence, and Social
Presence. The CoI framework was developed when almost all virtual course delivery was done
in a purely text-based fashion. At the time, the production of other media types, and online
delivery of these media, was complex for most. Still, with cameras and video sharing platforms,
video production has become far more ubiquitous and accessible to most. This advancement may
be key to helping instructors form a more solid social presence within their virtual classrooms
(De Pryck & DePryck, 2021).
The CoI framework has been studied and widely accepted over the last 20 years and has
been expanded to include newer types of instructional media, wherein each presence has been
studied in isolation. For this study, the original CoI Framework will be used as the basis of
understanding and explaining community within formalized CoI, such as the Ball State
University coursework examined as part of this study.
Cognitive Presence
Garrison describes cognitive presences as “...the extent to which the participants in any
particular configuration of a community of inquiry can construct meaning through sustained
communication.” (1999, p.89). Cognitive presence is the most codified and specific presence in
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the CoI framework. To establish and study cognitive presence, researchers try to identify a
four-step process: a triggering event, exploration, integration, and resolution. Through
asynchronous discussion postings, learners show the process of cognitive presence when they are
curious about specific knowledge (triggering event). Then through discussion and reflection, this
knowledge is integrated into their existing mental models and then applied within their particular
practice (Kilis & Yildirim, 2019).
Cognitive presence in online learning spaces is tantamount to constructivist learning
theories. Among other things, constructivist environments take a learner-centered approach to
instruction. Learning is viewed as knowledge construction and acquisition. In constructivist
environments, teaching is based on cognitive guidance, and assessment is frequently based on
the instructor observing the acquisition and exhibition of newly acquired knowledge on the part
of the learner (Mayer, 2019).
Social Presence
Social presence, or “...the ability of participants in the Community of Inquiry to project
their characteristics into the community, thereby presenting themselves to the other participants
as ‘real people’” (Garrison et al., 1999, p. 89), is a vital component of active, constructivist
learning. The belief that other learners in online coursework are genuine individuals and learners
who share the goal of academic inquiry is a fundamental building block in fostering community
among online learners. The components of social presence are the types of non-verbal
information that flow freely through the face-to-face classroom. One example of this non-verbal
information flow is the behavior of early arrivers chatting before the instructor arrives. This
allows these learners to identify and empathize with traits of like-minded individuals. The first
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fundamental step of building an influential community is that individuals feel like they belong in
the community.
Finding “like-minded” individuals takes some knowledge of the other learners within the
course as “...socio-emotional interaction and support are important and sometimes essential in
realizing meaningful and worthwhile educational outcomes” (Garrison et al., 1999 p. 95). This
concept can be harder to nail down in a virtual environment. However, some tools can be
accessed by instructors who are wishing for the learners in their coursework to create a higher
social presence among themselves and their learners. Research shows that using Facebook for
course delivery instead of a traditional learning management system increases the learners’
perception of social presence. The study cited instantaneous notification, the perception of being
a “less formal” place to communicate, and the fact that it is primarily integrated into daily life for
many learners (Kazanidis et al., 2018) as reasons for this increase. Unfortunately, using
Facebook as a course delivery platform may be untenable for instructors or the universities that
employ them due to IT policies and other roadblocks. Additionally, the concept of giving
learners a digital “third place” is a takeaway from Karzanidis’ work. Having the digital third
space may be vital in speeding up and forming an effective social presence among learners
searching for a community within their educational experience.
There may be specialized needs among non-traditional graduate students, who make up a
high percentage of virtual learners. Within social presence, emotional presence may be an
important factor in retaining non-traditional distance learners (Jiang & Koo, 2020). Finally,
social presence is enhanced by kind behaviors (Kilis & Yildirim, 2019). In a case study of a
specific online learning course, both instructor and learners exhibited a high level of social
presence. The findings included the fact that “The discussion activities indicated that students
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favored the kindness behaviors of their instructor and their classmates during the semester” (p.
189). Kindness behaviors attend to the emotional presence of non-traditional graduate students in
this way.
Teaching Presence
The final presence in the CoI framework is teaching presence. Teaching presence consists
of two primary functions of the instructor: design and facilitation. “[Design] includes the
selection, organization, and primary presentation of course content, as well as the design of
learning activities and assessment.” (Garrison, 1999, p. 90) Facilitation is to “...support and
enhance social and cognitive presence for the purpose of realizing educational outcomes.” (p.90).
Community-building strategies fall on the instructors of online courses when designing
and facilitating coursework. Studies suggest that instructors and learners alike feel that “reaching
out early and often, using class time to allow students to share personal and professional updates,
and skilfully using technology to engage with students were strategies that students cite as being
beneficial to their sense of community” (Berry, 2019, p. 174). Research finds that building
community among asynchronous learners is possible with course design and discussion
facilitation playing the most extensive role in the facilitation. Learner behaviors also contribute
significantly to the building of community in virtual spaces (Pennell, 2021). While the three
presences act together to produce an effective online learning environment, research shows that a
high teaching presence and good course design are the moderating variables between social and
cognitive presence (Kilis & Yildirim, 2019). Organization and boosted instructor social presence
increase learner engagement. Organization, communication, and utilization of social networking
were the most critical factors in learner engagement (Overstreet, 2020).
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Course Design
For instructors wishing to build a spirit of community within their virtual learning spaces,
course design is of utmost importance. The method of assignments and activities within the
course contributes to the learners’ sense of community. Group assignments, learner-centered
discussion, and active learning activities can all engage learners and create community. Rovai
(2002a) suggests there are seven factors that instructors can attend to when creating effective
coursework at a distance. Those factors are social presence, social equality, small group
activities, group facilitation, teaching style learning stage, and community size.
This fact is also highlighted by the research of Pennell (2021), which stresses the importance of
increasing social presence in all virtual learning environments. Tips to increase instructor social
presence before and during the term include using various Web 2.0 technologies and stressing the
importance of these tools in communication. Doing so will ensure that these learning
environments will be more successful with online learners. By creating a robust social presence,
instructors and learners can easily translate those to the virtual community.
Facilitation
The second factor within teaching presence is course facilitation. Facilitation is how the
instructor interacts with learners in their online courses. Facilitation speaks to the ability of the
instructor to make all learners feel that they have a space in which they can safely learn.
Facilitation also includes the instructor’s ability to give relevant and timely feedback to learners
regarding their progress within the course. Many online courses fail without a specific teaching
presence due to a lack of appropriate leadership and educational goals (Garrison et al., 1999).
Effective course facilitation on the part of the instructor includes “Encouraging students’
contributions, reinforcing participation and collaboration, giving instant feedback, and
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addressing their misconceptions, as well as providing a comfortable learning environment...”
(Kilis & Yildirim, 2019). Without the existence of an effective teaching presence, discussions
become learner-led and may stray dramatically from the instructor’s original learning goals.
Good facilitation discourages any type of “othering” within virtual learning spaces.
Othering occurs when the identity of the individual learner does not fit within the climate
established by the community (Phirangee & Malec, 2017). In their research, Phirangee and
Malek found that even in well-designed, learner-centered online courses that focus specifically
on the “social nature of learning” (Hew, 2015, p. 20), othering can occur. Othered learners feel
disconnected from their learning experience, especially their fellow learners, leading to higher
feelings of isolation and higher dropout rates.
Active Learning Strategies, Collaboration, and the Ideal Online Learner
Active learning strategies
Active learning is an approach to instruction in which learners are engaged in the learning
process. Active learning instruction contrasts traditional instruction modes where learners
passively receive knowledge from an expert in the subject (Active Learning | Center for
Educational Innovation, n.d.). Active learning plays a large part in Constructivist learning theory,
takes many forms, and can be integrated into any discipline. Active learning strategies are
considered more learner-centered, as they put the onus of knowledge acquisition on the learner
under the guidance of an instructor. For many types of learners, active learning strategies
increase their engagement with the course materials. Instructors understand the motivations and
goals of each learner to better engage in appropriate activities to reach learning objectives.
Active learning activities often encourage problem-solving skills to address “real-world”
problems and are highly collaborative between learners and instructors. These activities requiring
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group work can exponentially increase the social presence of both instructor and learners with
appropriate facilitation.
Pinning down learner engagement can be a tricky process. Through comparing several
variables Cole et al. (2021) examined learner perceptions of online learning practices, student
uncertainty about belonging in college, and a course’s online learning climate as predictors to
learner engagement. This study found that active learning strategies were possible in virtual
classrooms and preferred by online learners with the caveat that the types of learners that opt-in
to virtual learning courses may have a built-in preference toward this type of learning.
“The online environment offers multiple ways for students to share with a larger
public (e.g. videos, wikis, etc) so one-way to make the learning activities more
relevant to the “real world” could be to incorporate the “real world” into those
activities. The additional benefit to such projects would lie in requiring students to
communicate and collaborate with each other, the importance of which was also
supported by this study (Cole et al., 2021 p 878).”
Collaboration and real-world applicability
Collaboration is a highly prized trait among many employers in the workforce, and
research shows that learners prefer to work on projects that produce some sort of “real-world”
value to them (Theobald et al., 2017). Learners like to have a tangible output from their
academic pursuits. This desire crosses disciplines and can include creating pieces for their
professional portfolio whether they are already a part of the workforce or are planning to enter it
soon. However, the facilitation of collaboration is one of the instructor’s main tasks while
teaching online coursework. Learner equity is vital to the smooth formation of community within
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learning environments and individual academic performance (Rovai, 2002; Theobald et al.,
2017; Phirangee & Malec, 2017).
With the advent of many Web 2.0 technologies, online collaboration can now be simple,
provide real-world application knowledge, effective, and be used effectively in both synchronous
and asynchronous virtual learning spaces. Using Google Drive Suite, building wikis in groups,
and the blog assignments were most effective in the learner’s perspective for building
community. Skype was not effective (Abdelmalak, 2015).
The ideal online learner
Research suggests that there is an ideal online learner, displaying attributes including
being “...self-motivated, self-directed, exhibiting an internal locus of control with above-average
executive functioning, communication, interaction, and technical skills” (Kauffman, 2015, p 2).
Research has shown that virtual learning spaces are preferred by some learners based on
personality type or learning style and that affordances to computer-based communication (CBC)
make it preferable to some learners (Arasaratnam-Smith and Nothcote, 2017; Cole et al., 2021).
Since not every learner in every online course has or exhibits all of these traits, forming an
informal community around the less equipped learners may bolster their participation,
engagement, and attrition within their online coursework.
Measuring Community
This research study employs two scales and accompanying subscales to measure the
learners’ sense of community across several summer courses at Ball State University. The scales
used in this study are the Classroom Community Scale (CCS), which measures two subscales,
connectedness and learning, and the Community of Inquiry scale (CoI), which was developed to
test the specific presences in Garrison et al. (1999) Community of Inquiry Framework.
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Rovai (2002a) developed the CCS which has been tested and shown as a practical scale
in measuring the community within both face-to-face and virtual classrooms. This scale
measures two subscales: connectedness and learning. This scale has been used in multiple
studies, and Abdeldayem et al. (2020), among others, have validated the data collected via the
CCS. The connectedness subscale measures the traits that Rovai (2002a; 2002b) has found
through study to contribute to a sense of community among learners in a face-to-face or a virtual
classroom. “Connectedness represents the feelings of the community of students regarding their
connectedness, cohesion, spirit, trust, and interdependence” (Rovai, 2002, p. 206). The learning
subscale measures the learner’s sense of how much knowledge they could acquire and assimilate
into their everyday practice through their educational experience. This subscale also measures
how well learners felt that both the instructors and other learners contributed to their subject
matter expertise based on their interactions with each other. “Learning represents the feelings of
community members regarding interaction with each other as they pursue the construction of
understanding and the degree to which members share values and beliefs concerning the extent
to which their educational goal and expectations are being satisfied.” (Rovai, 2002, p. 206-207)
The CoI scale developed by Arbaugh, et al. (2008) uses Garrison’s CoI framework
constructs, specifically cognitive presence, teaching presence, and social presence, to create a
testing instrument of those factors. The test was found to be a valid measure of all three factors
and is suggested as a reliable assessment of specific strategies and technologies within online
coursework.
This study has been designed to attempt to answer the following research questions:
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● What are the most effective ways to foster a sense of community among online learners
related to three key engagement channels: 1) learner to learner, 2) learner to content, and
3) learner to instructor?
● How can faculty and institutions of higher education effectively engage online learners
courses and programs?
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This study was designed to answer the following research questions:
● What are the most effective ways to foster a sense of community among online
learners related to three key engagement channels: 1) learner to learner, 2) learner
to content, and 3) learner to instructor?
● How can faculty and institutions of higher education effectively engage online
learners, courses, and programs?
The study employed a mixed-methods strategy to answer these research questions,
including an instructor interview and a survey distributed to learners’ enrolled in their courses to
address these questions. The researcher used this approach to better understand how instructors
present their online courses and solicit feedback from learners enrolled in those courses about the
perceived efficacy of their instructors’ efforts.
Setting and Context
Primary research for this study was completed during Summer 2021. The preparation and
research design were performed during the 2020-2021 school year, significantly affected by
COVID-19 restrictions. Courses at BSU were offered in several formats, including online
asynchronous, online synchronous, and “high-flex,” which included regular switching between
in-person and online meetings. Instructor interviews were conducted via Zoom, and learner
surveys were deployed via email using Qualtrics.
Participants
There were two distinct groups of research participants for this study. The first consisted
of 11 Ball State University instructors who were interviewed about their approach to online
teaching in virtual settings. The interview included questions about the instructors’ specific
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assignments used to spark and/or facilitate dialogue and collaboration among learners in their
classes. Questions addressed technologies, Learning Management Software training, and barriers
to engaging with and encouraging community among their learners. All of the instructors taught
online courses during the Summer 2021 term. The sample represented an average of 8.64 years
of teaching experience and 6.64 years of online teaching experience (See Table 1 for more
specific information). Faculty participants represented the following academic departments:
Journalism, Emerging Media Design and Development (EMDD), Education, History, and
Honors College. Courses were delivered both synchronously and asynchronously. A complete
list of participating courses is included in Appendix A. After interviews were complete,
instructors provided the researcher with a list of the learners enrolled in their classes.
Table 1
Individual Instructors, years of teaching experience, and department

Professor

Years of Experience

Years of Online
Experience

Department

P1

4

2

Honors College

P2

8

6

Journalism

P3

10

6

Journalism

P4

19

19

Education

P5

13

11

Journalism

P6

4

4

EMDD

P7

10

8

Journalism

P8

5

5

EMDD

P9

5

4

Journalism

P10

10

1

History

P11

7

7

Journalism

Average

8

6
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Learners were then contacted via email with a link to a survey that included questions
about their perceptions of their sense of community in their online courses. The psychological
sense of community – or feelings within individuals making up a collective aimed at a specific
goal – relies critically on the individuals’ degree of spirit, trust, shared expectations, and
interactions between learners and instructors (Rovai, 2002a). These are all topics dealt with in
the two subscales, connectedness and learning, of the Community Classroom Scale (CCS)
(Rovai, 2002b). This is the primary reason for choosing the CCS as part of the learner survey for
this study. The Community of Inquiry (CoI) instrument (Arbaugh et al., 2008) was developed
specifically to test the attributes integral to Garrison’s Community of Inquiry Framework
(Garrison et al., 1999). This framework served as the basis for organizing this study. The three
subscales contained within the CoI instrument, Cognitive Presence, Social Presence, and
Teaching Presence, form a baseline of critical components necessary in creating an online
community focused on the objective of learning. While the two instruments measure similar
concepts, the hypothesis was that the two scales would find complementary data.
The survey topics included questions about trust between and interaction with their
fellow learners. The surveys were meant to get a general feel for how well learners thought a
sense of community was formed within their online course. A total of 191 learners were
contacted to participate in the survey. Learners enrolled in more than one course taught by a
participating instructor were only contacted once and allowed to choose the course for which
they filled out the survey. Survey responses from 40 learners were collected, representing a 21%
response rate. A total of 30% of respondents were from undergraduate-level courses, and 70%
were graduate students. Figures 1 and 2 show the former online learning experience and age of
survey participants.
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Learners’ Former online Learning Experience

Figure 2
Learners’ Age
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Research Design
The initial qualitative interview with instructors consisted of open-ended questions
designed to gather information about the instructors’ experiences, perceptions, and approaches
for teaching in virtual spaces. Questions included:
● How would you describe the experience of teaching virtually? Specifically, how does it
differ from teaching face to face?
● How would you define a learning community? Do you feel your class(es) are learning
communities?
● What specific technologies do you employ for teaching virtually?
● What exercises or assignments do you use to promote peer-to-peer interaction and
discussion?
This interview format allowed instructors to report their individual experiences in
engaging with learners in virtual settings. This interview protocol engaged instructors in robust
discussions surrounding underlying philosophies of their approach to virtual teaching. The full
interview protocol is listed in Appendix B.
Instruments
Following instructor interviews, learners were asked to participate in an online survey via
e-mail by the researcher. The survey’s learners encountered two instruments, the Classroom
Community Scale (CCS) developed by Rovai (2002) and the Community of Inquiry (CoI)
instrument developed by Arbaugh et al. (2008). Both the CCS and CoI instruments were chosen
because they are previously validated surveys. Each instrument measures different aspects of the
learner’s sense of community within virtual learning settings. A complete version of the learner
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survey, including the collected demographics used in this research project, can be found in
Appendix C.
CCS Instrument
The CCS is designed to measure the sense of community among learners in both
face-to-face and virtual environments. The CCS measures in two subscales: connectedness and
learning. The connectedness subscale explores topics such as trust, isolation, and
interconnectedness felt by learners. Statements in the connectedness subscale include:
● I feel that students in this course care about each other
● I feel that this course is like a family
● I feel confident that others will support me
Items in the learning subscale explore topics in the learner’s comfort level with knowledge
acquisition exercises, including such statements as:
● I feel that I am encouraged to ask questions
● I feel that I received timely feedback
● I feel reluctant to speak openly (negatively worded statement, scored in reverse)
CoI Instrument
The CoI focuses on quantifying the factors within Garrison’s Community of Inquiry
Framework. The CoI Instrument contains three subscales: teaching, social, and cognitive
presence. The teaching presence subscale focuses on the learners’ perception of the instructor’s
effectiveness in the design, facilitation, and direct instruction (Arbaugh et al, 2008) within their
course. Statements from the teaching presence subscale include:
● The instructor was helpful in identifying areas of agreement and disagreement on course
topics that helped me to learn.
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● The instructor clearly communicated important course goals.
● The instructor encouraged course participants to explore new concepts in the course.
Social presence is the ability of all participants in a CoI to present themselves as complete,
actualized people, not just words on a screen. The social presence subscale questions focus on
open communication, group cohesion, and personal projection. Instrument statements in the
social presence subscale include:
● I was able to form distinct impressions of some course participants.
● I felt comfortable participating in the course discussions.
● Online discussions help me to develop a sense of collaboration.
The final subscale is cognitive presence, which refers to learners’ ability to acquire new
knowledge and assimilate it into their existing mental models. Statements in the cognitive
presence subscale focus on different collaborative and constructivist techniques used to impart
subject-specific knowledge such as:
● Brainstorming and finding relevant information helped me resolve content related
questions.
● Course activities piqued my curiosity.
● I have developed solutions to course problems that can be applied in practice.
Data Analysis
Instructor interviews
Similar to the technique used in Berry (2019) instructor interviews were transcribed and
reviewed. An introductory paragraph summarizing the instructors descriptions of teaching style
was developed for each interview, when an instructor mentioned any specific teaching strategy, it
was noted separately. The data was analyzed using a summative multi-pass coding system (Hsieh
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& Shannon, 2005), on the first pass, statements were examined for trends and a set of categories
was developed. After the initial pass, 9 categories emerged. The second pass sorted each
statement into a category, and the third pass confirmed the second pass (Linneberg & Korsgaard,
2019). For example, teaching strategies included instructors sending weekly update emails,
creating a safe space within the discussion boards, or requiring camera use during synchronous
Zoom sessions. The bulleted lists across all instructor interviews were combined and examined
for trends.
In several different interviews, instructors discussed their responsibility for creating an
open, honest, and safe environment in the discussion area for all learners. This particular strategy
was sorted into two categories: “moderated safe space that encouraged collaboration over
competition” and “boosted learner-to-learner interactions.” Each teaching strategy could fit into
multiple categories, and all strategies fit into at least one category.
Learner Survey Data Scoring
Data collected from the learner surveys were cleaned and scored. Any surveys that
learners did not complete were excluded from data analysis, leaving 40 completed surveys. The
CCS and the CoI instruments require learners to respond to a series of statements on a 5-point
Likert-type scale. Learners responded to statements on a scale from strongly disagree to strongly
agree. Each completed learner survey was scored by assigning their response to each statement a
numerical value from 1-5. The CoI instrument statements are positively worded. For each of the
34 statements scores were assigned: 1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor
disagree, 4=agree, and 5=strongly agree. The CCS uses both positively and negatively worded
statements. For the positively framed statements (items 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15, 16, and 19),
scores were assigned in the same way as the CoI. The other half of the statements (items 4, 5, 8,
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9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18, and 20) were negatively worded and scored in reverse. The negative
statements were given scores thusly: 1=strongly agree, 2=agree, 3=neither agree nor disagree,
4=disagree, 5=strongly disagree. Once a score was assigned to each statement, a total score was
obtained by adding the score of each statement in the assessment. Thus, the CCS yielded a
possible score between 20 and 100 and the CoI instrument between 34 and 170. For both
instruments, higher scores corresponded with higher perceived feelings of community among
learners.
After the instructor interview coding was finished and learner surveys were scored, each
category of teaching strategies was examined. This was completed by comparing the learner
survey median value of the subset of teaching strategy category to the median value of the
overall learner survey scores for statistical significance. Categories employed by more than 10
instructors were broken down further into the two or three main teaching strategies rather than
considered as a group. Further details are explored in the results section below.
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Chapter 4: Results
Survey Results
All of the teaching strategies mentioned in the instructor interviews were gathered into
one document, examined to identify trends, and then assigned to the most frequently mentioned
categories. The first round of examination noted the following emerging trends:
● Replicate face-to-face classroom setting in the virtual environment
● Set clear expectations for in-class learner and instructor behaviors at the start of the term
● Employ multiple modalities to increase learner engagement
● Boost learner-to-learner interactions
● Boost learner-to-instructor interactions
● Leverage technologies to discern what is engaging to learners
● Moderate safe space that encouraged collaboration over competition
● Promote learner sharing on topics inside of learning objectives
● Promote learner sharing on issues outside of learning objectives
After coding each bulleted item, one category, “Leveraging technologies to discern what is
engaging to learners,” was deleted from the list, as two instructors only mentioned three
strategies. Finally, each bulleted teaching strategy was coded by categorizing them in at least one
of the above items (Berry, 2019; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Linneberg & Korsgaard, 2019).
The calculated total scores of learners across both surveys (CCS and CoI) were collected
in Excel and analyzed, as were all related subscales. Neither the CCS nor the CoI specifically
articulates what constitutes a “good” or “passing” score, only stating that “higher scores
represent higher levels of feelings of community.” Several t-tests were performed on sample
data, but the small sample size in this study resulted in no statistical significance between any of
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the groups studied. As a result, this study can only serve as a pilot to assess the process of
discerning whether different teaching strategies played a role in learners’ perceptions of
community in virtual learning coursework.
The CCS yields a possible score between 20 and 100, with a median of 60. In the CCS,
higher scores represent higher levels of “sense of community” among respondents. The scores
collected from learners ranged between 46 and 95, with a mean of 67.825 and a standard
deviation of 14.445. The two subscales included in the CCS – connectedness and learning – yield
a possible score between 10 and 50, with a range median of 30. For the connectedness subscale,
the learner mean score was 30.675, with a standard deviation of 7.856. The learning subscale
items recorded from the learners included a higher mean of 37.150, with a standard deviation of
7.876.
The CoI yields a possible score between 34 and 170, with a median of 102. Participant
scores ranged between 78 and 165, with a mean score of 126.600 and a standard deviation of
24.481. The teaching presence subscale ranges from possible scores of 13 to 65, with a median
of 39. The learner range yielded scores between 24 and 65, with a mean of 50.125 and a standard
deviation of 11.865. The social presence subscale score has a possible range between 9 and 45,
with a median of 27. Participant scores ranged from 13 to 43, with a mean of 30.175 and a
standard deviation of 7.795. Finally, the cognitive presence subscale yields scores between 12
and 60, with a median of 36. The learner scores ranged between 24 and 60, with a mean of
46.175 and a standard deviation of 8.563.
Replicates face-to-face classrooms in the virtual environment
Instructors often reported using techniques designed to replicate the face-to-face
classroom in the virtual environment. This strategy included anything intended to make students
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and instructors feel more like a typical face-to-face classroom to create a “normal” class setting.
The most common strategy involved requiring learners to post an introduction of themselves on
the discussion board. In many cases, this was in the form of a written introduction. However,
some instructors gave learners the option to create a video introduction. Asynchronous
instructors use software like Mediasite and a webcam to record videos presenting the virtual
lesson they are teaching. Mediasite (and other similar programs) allow instructors to make and
edit these recordings easily. The instructor video and lecture slides are presented to learners
split-screen. Some novel approaches in this category included instructors using a standing desk
and several monitors while delivering direct synchronous instruction, requiring learners to have
cameras on during synchronous instruction, and encouraging constant contact between learners
via email. One participant [P10] reported using the quiz feature in the Canvas learning
management system weekly to conduct mental health check-ins with learners.
A total of eight instructors [P1, P2, P3, P5, P7, P9, P10, P11] reported at least one
strategy that attempted to replicate face-to-face instruction in a virtual setting. Instructors
reported 13 of these strategies across courses, including 22 (n=22) learners who completed the
learner survey. Learners in this group reported CCS scores just below the overall mean and just
above the overall mean on the CoI.
Figures 1 and 2 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of surveys collected from learners among the eight instructors who reported using
techniques that replicated the face-to-face environment in the virtual classroom space.
Figure 1
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques Replicating Face-to-Face Classrooms in a Virtual Environment
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Figure 2
COI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques Replicating Face-to-Face Classrooms in a Virtual Environment

Sets clear expectations for learner and instructor behavior at the start of term
Instructors often reported setting clear expectations for learner and instructor behaviors at
the start of term. This included strategies that instructors used to convey their expectations for
learners and themselves. The most common method was a clear, well-written syllabus, including
well-thought-out, but limited the number of digital touchstones for learners to engage the
instructor. While most instructors mentioned digital touchstones of phone, email, and Canvas,
some instructors would include one more way learners could reach them. Three of those other
avenues of communication were Slack, Calendly (a meeting scheduling app), and an app similar
to an SMS-texting app called Remind. A third popular strategy was setting up expectations of
learner behaviors that were acceptable and unacceptable within the discussion area. In some
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cases, an early activity among synchronous instructors was to create a contract or agreement with
the cooperation of learners as to the collective behaviors expected between learners and
instructor. The items in this agreement could include things like:
● Learners will turn on notifications in Canvas, so learners are more likely to see
announcements and discussion posts.
● The instructor will return graded coursework within 48 hours unless otherwise noted.
● The instructor will return emails within 24 hours unless otherwise noted.
● Learners are expected to be respectful of each other’s ideas in the discussion boards.
● Learners will reply with substantive ideas, critiques, and comments within the discussion
boards. Cursory “Good idea” or “Great post” replies will not be counted within grading.
The classroom contract exercise established an expectation of clear and open
communication between the instructor and learners and between learners. Several instructors
mentioned requiring a one-on-one meeting with each learner over Zoom or a similar
video-conferencing software platform. Some novel approaches within this category included
focusing heavily on learners’ support systems and encouraging constant contact via email
between learners, primarily when engaged in group work. A total of eight instructors [P1, P4, P5,
P7, P8, P9, P10, P11] reported at least one strategy that attempted to set clear expectations
among both the instructor and the learners in a virtual setting. Instructors reported using 19 of
these strategies across courses, including 18 learners (n=18) who completed the learner survey.
Learners in these courses reported CCS scores at a rate similar to the overall mean of all learners.
The CoI average score was several points over the overall learner mean score reported by all
learners; gains on the overall mean were apparent in the Teaching Presence subscale and the
Cognitive Presence subscale.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of surveys collected from learners among the eight instructors who reported using
techniques that set clear expectations for learner and instructor behaviors at the start of the term.

Figure 3
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Set Clear Expectations for Instructor and Learners at the Start of Term
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Figure 4
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Set Clear Expectations for Instructor and Learners at the Start of Term

Employs multiple modalities to increase learner engagement
Nearly all of the instructors interviewed mentioned that they purposely use multiple
media modalities to increase learner engagement. Ten of the 11 interviewed instructors
mentioned a strategy in this category, including 20 different strategies. Two specific strategies
mentioned by several instructors each were broken out in this category to compare their mean
values. The two strategies tested in this category were giving learners an avenue of
communication outside of the formal and expected lines like through the learning management
system, phone, or e-mail. The second strategy examined in this category was using course design
to increase the modalities in which instructors engage learners.
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Several instructors [P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P10] reported using at least one platform
outside of the Canvas learning management system (LMS) to establish a clear line of
communication between learners and their peers or between the instructor and learners.
Synchronous virtual classroom instructors mentioned using the chat function as a secondary
modality for communication. Both synchronous and asynchronous instructors also included
using modalities outside the LMS like Slack, email, or the Remind app. All three of these media
modalities have ways that learners could contact each other or their instructors at any point in
time when they needed help.
Course design was the second consideration where instructors shared specific strategies
for employing multiple modalities to engage learners. These strategies included peer-review
facilitating interaction between learners, using timely and relevant topics in discussions, and
designing small-group assignments requiring learners to interact with their peers. Asynchronous
instructors mentioned strategies like opening all modules early with all content sequentially
presented so learners could work ahead and get through all of the content at their own pace.
These course design strategies were mentioned by [P1, P4, P6, P7, P9, P10, P11]
Using multiple modalities to enhance communication channels was reported by seven
instructors and represented 28 learners (n=28). The use of various modalities within the course
design category was similarly reported by seven instructors and represented 28 learners (n=28).
Learners in the courses of instructors who mentioned using multiple modalities for
communication reported a CCS at a slightly higher rate than the average, including small bumps
in both the connectedness and learning subscores. Learners in the courses where multiple
modalities were a part of the course design reported slightly lower scores than average on the
CCS and average scores on the CoI.
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Figures 5-8 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean score
of surveys collected from learners among the seven instructors who reported using multiple
modalities to communicate with learners and designed multiple modalities into their coursework.
Figure 5
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Employs Multiple Modalities to Increase Learner Communication and
Engagement
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CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Employs Multiple Modalities to Increase Learner Communication and
Engagement
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Figure 7
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Employs Multiple Modalities in Course Design Increase Learner Engagement
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Figure 8
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Employs Multiple Modalities in Course Design Increase Learner Engagement

Boosts peer-to-peer learner interactions
All instructors interviewed in this study reported using strategies that boosted
peer-to-peer interaction among learners. This category employs strategies that increase the social
presence among learners. The primary strategy reported by seven instructors [P1, P3, P4, P6, P9,
P10, P11] included designing some projects across the semester as group projects so that learners
work collaboratively. Five instructors [P2, P4, P5, P7, P9] reported requiring introduction posts
from learners. Other strategies included in this category included using peer assessment and
Canvas discussion boards to increase the interaction between learners. Canvas discussion boards
were discussed in all instructor interviews.
Group work is an integral part of cooperative learning strategies, and learners report that
they feel comfortable in group work settings (Theobald et al., 2017). However, P2 spoke directly
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against the use of group work, reporting that it was not built into the program with the thought
that it would be difficult for geographically diverse learners to find acceptable times and ways to
collaborate in real-time.
These two strategies yielded somewhat different results when considering the average
scores of learners. For the seven instructors who reported using group work to boost peer-to-peer
interactions, the CCS scores fell at right about average with the overall learner average scores.
The CoI was slightly lower than the average among all learners. Figures 9 and 10 show those two
sets of results. Among this group, there were 32 learners surveyed (n=32)
The average among the five instructors who reported assigning a written or video
introduction was higher than the average in both the CCS and CoI. The Social Presence subscore
within the CoI is right at average. This group of learners consisted of 13 surveys (n=13). Figures
11 and 12 show the increased reported feelings of community among learners within the strategy
compared to the overall average learner score.
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Figure 9
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Who Boosts Peer-to-Peer Learner
Interactions Through Required Group Work Mean
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Figure 10
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Who Boosts Peer-to-Peer Learner
Interactions Through Required Group Work Mean
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Figure 11
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Who Boosts Peer-to-Peer Learner
Interactions Through Required Introduction Posts Mean
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Figure 12
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Who Boosts Peer-to-Peer Learner
Interactions Through Required Introduction Posts Mean

Boosts learner-to-instructor interactions
All 11 instructors interviewed reported at least one strategy that boosted
learner-to-instructor interaction, for a total of 29 strategies. The CoI framework would describe
this category as one that enhances teaching presence. Within the CoI framework, teaching
presence is divided into two specific tasks: course design and facilitation. Course design pertains
to any piece of the coursework that the instructor has designed to enhance or promote
community within the virtual setting. Facilitation happens while the class is in session. One
strategy from course design and one strategy from facilitation were examined within this
category. The course design method most instructors reported used to boost learner-to-instructor
interactions is the reflection paper. Several instructors reported using reflection papers to get the
best sense of where their learners were within the learning objectives and help establish their
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social presence with the instructor. Facilitation entails whatever adjustments the instructor
believes needs to make to continue successfully toward the learning goals. The most frequent
strategy reported by instructors was to host virtual office hours. These were specific weekly
times that learners were able to access the professor through video chat. Several instructors also
mentioned that virtual office hours, in general, were poorly attended.
Nine professors out of the 11 interviewed reported course design strategies that boosted
learner-to-instructor interactions, [P1, P2, P3, P4, P6, P8, P9, P10, and P11], while eight
instructors [P1, P2, P4, P5, P7, P9, P10, and P11] reported using facilitation strategies to boost
interactions with learners. Some common strategies included weekly email touchstones from the
instructor to all learners. Another common strategy was having at least a single one-on-one
meeting with each learner throughout the semester. The most common course design strategy
was assigning reflection papers throughout the semester. A novel strategy in this discussion was
[P2], which provided distance and virtual learners promotional materials from campus. The
intent is to give the learners a more personal connection with the campus, even though they may
never get the chance to visit.
Reflection papers were mentioned to boost the interactions between themselves and their
learners by five instructors [P1, P2, P8, P9, and P11]. This represents 13 learner responses within
the survey (n=13). This group’s CCS scores are a bit lower than the average, reflected solely in
the Connectedness Subscale. The CoI average among this group is also higher than the overall
average, reflected in both the Teaching and Cognitive Presence subscales. The Social Presence
subscale is below the overall average. Using virtual office hours was mentioned by five
instructors to boost their interaction with the learners in their courses, [P3, P5, P8, P10, and
P11], representing eleven responses in the learner survey (n=11). The CCS and CoI for the
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professors who report using this strategy are lower than average on both scales and related
subscales.
Figures 13-16 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of surveys collected from learners among the five instructors who reported using
techniques that boost learner-to-instructor interactions by either assigning reflection papers or
posting virtual office hours.
Figure 13
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners Exposed to Instructor Who Boosts
Learner-to-Instructor Interactions With Reflection Papers Mean Score
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Figure 14
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners Exposed to Instructor Who Boosts
Learner-to-Instructor Interactions With Reflection Papers Mean Score
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Figure 15
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners Exposed to Instructor Who Boosts
Learner-to-Instructor Interactions By Holding Virtual Office Hours Mean Score
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Figure 16
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners Exposed to Instructor Who Boosts
Learner-to-Instructor Interactions By Holding Virtual Office Hours Mean Score

Creates safe space of Collaboration Over Competition
Some instructors stressed the importance of creating a safe space for discussion in their
virtual classrooms. These strategies were also mentioned alongside strategies that fostered an
environment of collaboration among learners rather than competition. This included strategies
like monitoring and leading discussions between learners in discussion forums or synchronous
full- or small-group synchronous learning sessions. Other strategies instructors utilized included
a democratic teaching style to create understanding and consensus on how discussions will be
conducted, especially in “uncomfortable topics” like race, gender, and equality. Another simple
strategy from this category was making sure that courses were serious, including having fun and
laughing together. This strategy also included using specific prompts and rubrics to normalize
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peer-to-peer feedback and reminders about how the course was designed to give learners the
ability to contribute but keeping in mind that everyone was there to lift each other.
A total of seven instructors [P1, P4, P6, P7, P8, P10, and P11] reported at least one
strategy that attempted to create a safe space of collaboration over competition in their virtual
classrooms. Instructors reported using 18 of these strategies across courses, including 25 learners
(n=25) who completed the learner survey. Learners in these courses reported CCS scores at a rate
similar but slightly higher than the overall mean of all learners. The CoI average score was
around two points higher than all learners’ general learner mean score; gains on the overall mean
were apparent in the Social Presence subscale and the Cognitive Presence subscale.
Figures 17 and 18 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of surveys collected from learners among the seven instructors who reported using
techniques that create a safe space of collaboration over competition in their virtual coursework.
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Figure 17
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Created a Safe Space of Collaboration Over Competition
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Figure 18
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Created a safe space of Collaboration Over Competition.

Promotes learner sharing on topics outside of the course learning objectives
Several instructors stressed the importance of allowing learners to share topics outside of
the course learning objectives. This included strategies that instructors used to promote a social
presence between learners and between learners and instructors. [P10] incorporates sharing
learners’ personal successes to engage learners with each other. Several instructors incorporate
video presentations made by learners so that virtual learners can see each other and feel more
comfortable together in the virtual environment.
A total of seven instructors [P1, P2, P3, P5, P7, P9, and P10] reported one strategy that
attempted to promote learner sharing outside of learning objectives in a virtual setting.
Instructors reported using seven of these strategies across courses, including 21 learners (n=21)
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who completed the learner survey. Learners in these courses reported CCS scores at a rate similar
to the overall mean of all learners. The CoI average score was several points over the overall
learner mean score reported by all learners; gains on the overall mean were apparent in the
Teaching Presence subscale and the Cognitive Presence subscale. The Social Presence Subscale
among these instructors was a bit below the total group’s overall mean score.
Figures 19 and 20 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of surveys collected from learners among the eight instructors who reported using
techniques that promote learner sharing on topics outside of course learning objectives.
Figure 19
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Promote Learner Sharing on Topics Outside of Course Learning Objectives
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Figure 20
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Average for Instructors Reporting One or More
Techniques That Promote Learner Sharing on Topics Outside of Course Learning Objectives

Promotes learner sharing on topics inside of course learning objectives
All 11 instructors interviewed reported strategies in this category, representing 42
individual strategies. This category boasted strategies that promote learners sharing what they are
learning in their coursework with other learners engaged in the course and the instructor. Ten
instructors reported advanced learner sharing strategies on learning objectives to the instructor
[P1, P2, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10, and P11]. Nine instructors revealed strategies that promoted
learner sharing within the courses’ learning objectives with other learners [P1, P2, P3, P6, P7,
P8, P9, P10, and P11]. The most common strategies used to promote learner sharing inside the
learning objectives were similar to those used to boost learner-to-learner or learner-to-instructor
interactions. However, two major strategies, promoting learner sharing with peers and
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instructors, were apparent when coding. Five instructors [P5, P6, P7, P8, and P9] reported using
peer assessment as a strategy to encourage learner sharing on topics within the course learning
objectives. Seven instructors [P3, P4, P6, P7, P8, P9, and P10] spoke directly to using the LMS
discussion boards to promote discussion and sharing among learners within the course learning
objectives. Several instructors also reported avoiding adding too much to the discussion to not
“interject” the instructor’s voice, promoting discussion between learners.
The learner survey scores across CCS, CoI, and all contained subscales were at or just
below the overall average for the entire survey. Using discussion posts to promote learner
sharing within the course’s learning objective included 28 (n=28) participants, and using peer
assessment to promote learner sharing included 25 (n=25) learners.
Figures 21 and 22 show the overall mean among all learners surveyed alongside the mean
score of learners exposed to an instructor who promotes learner sharing inside of learning
objectives through peer review. Figures 23 and 24 show the overall learner mean score alongside
the average score of learners exposed to instructors who report using their LMS discussion
boards to promote learner sharing within the courses’ learning objectives.
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Figure 21
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners exposed to Instructor Who Promotes Learner
Sharing Inside of Learning Objectives Through Peer Review Mean Score
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Figure 22
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners exposed to Instructor Who Promotes Learner
Sharing Inside of Learning Objectives Through Peer Review Mean Score
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Figure 23
CCS Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners exposed to Instructor Who Promotes Learner
Sharing Inside of Learning Objectives Through Discussion Posts Mean Score
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Figure 24
CoI Learner Survey Overall Mean vs. Learners exposed to Instructor Who Promotes Learner
Sharing Inside of Learning Objectives Through Discussion Posts Mean Score.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The onset of this research project aimed to discern the best ways to establish a secure
sense of community within online courses, specifically examining the formation of connections
between instructors and learners and between learners, and finally, practical ways for instructors
to facilitate the interaction between learners and course content. Through the interview and
research process, many “tips and tricks” were made available to the researcher. The hypothesis
was that through interviewing instructors about how they go about creating a community within
their coursework and then asking the learners in their courses about their perceived sense of
community within those courses, there would be a clear indication of whether the instructor’s
attempts were successful. The researcher’s attempt wasn’t an evident success. Many instructors
interviewed as part of this study had not built community formation into their course curriculum.
Some programs even actively discouraged known community-building activities such as small
group work because of the strain it might put on learners trying to find ways to work within their
small groups.
The research design for this project was found to be sound, though. Given a more
extended amount of time and better access to learners, future research can use this pilot research
to look more closely at their courses and programs. One of the pitfalls in this specific study was
the amount of detailed information gathered within the instructor interviews. The outcome of the
interviews, while producing no dearth of understanding and a great picture of instructors
teaching several types of courses (asynchronous, synchronous online, and hi-flex), in many
disciplines, at undergraduate and graduate levels, needs to be more specific. The interview
questions should be updated to ask more specifically about instructional behaviors in the virtual
classroom. A checklist of known community-building activities and exercises should be provided
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to instructors so that future researchers know specifically what activities each instructor
incorporates into each specific course.
It may also be helpful to track learners over a more extended period and possibly
throughout several courses to discern if the individual learner perceives different classes and
instructors differently with regards to how well community forms within their respective courses.
Undergraduate students, in particular, may not feel that community is necessary within their
classes. Future research could explore this, asking more or different questions of undergraduate
and graduate students to understand their motivation for seeking out a community within their
virtual learning environments or not.
The primary research for this study took place in the summer term of 2021. Summer ‘21
was the fifth consecutive term with behavioral restrictions on both learners and instructors due to
the Covid-19 pandemic; this, coupled with the shorter duration of the summer term, made
collecting information from learners problematic. The restrictions in place from the Institutional
Review Board made data collection from learners more difficult as well. In order to curb any
perceived coercion on the part of the instructors, the researcher was asked to reach out directly to
fellow learners. This process may have discouraged some learners from participating. It also
worked to skew results toward other learners at the institution who were familiar with the
researcher and more apt to reply to their survey. If an instructor took up this research in the
future, they might find more success in getting an even distribution of learner survey results from
across courses or an entire program.
Instructors interested in building a sense of community within their coursework may wish
to include one or both of the learner surveys used in this study (the CCS and CoI) in their
end-of-term institutional reviews. This practice would likely garner more specific and exciting
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results immediately applicable to them in future online instruction. Instructors may then be able
to incorporate strategies across all of the categories found in this research.
Experienced colleagues may consider most of the techniques mentioned by instructors in
this study baseline teaching activities for creating community within an online course; this
speaks to a potential growth area for both seasoned and rookie online instructors. With the rising
rate of online learners and the potential of everyone being forced back into quarantine and online
learning situations due to Covid-19 and other future pandemic type illnesses, online learning
offers a practical solution. Avoiding the scramble of March 2020 to online learning requires that
some strategic planning for online learning at the program level is necessary, and the coursework
design is not put off until an emergency arises. Armed with the belief that online learning can be
as robust and engaging as face-to-face learning, course and curriculum designers should embrace
this medium.
Increasing Teaching Presence
The first and possibly most important factor in creating community in online courses is to
increase the teaching presence felt in the online environment, especially as teaching presence
moderates the relationship between the learners and the course materials. Baseline activities that
boost teaching presence often include the following techniques:
● Make an instructor introduction post at the start or before the beginning of the term. To
boost instructor and social presence, this can be even more effective if it is a short video
introduction.
● Write a weekly e-mail informing the course what is coming up in the coming week and
what happened in the past week. Discussing areas where the learners got things right or
wrong can help steer the class toward the learning objectives.
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● Timely feedback on both discussion posts and assignments. A frustration among learners
can be moving on to a new task without knowing how well they accomplished the last
lesson, especially when results are cumulative between assignments.
● Facilitate discussion so that it makes everyone feel included and safe to express their
ideas and opinions.
● Set up clear expectations for both the instructor and the learners’ behaviors within the
course. Writing up a classroom contract at the start of the term that clearly expresses the
behaviors expected in the discussion forums and how to communicate with other learners
and the instructor puts everyone in agreement. The instructor should address any
deviations from this contract by learners or the instructor as soon as they come up.
● Design active learning activities into the coursework. Varied ways in which learners will
interact with the materials and assimilate knowledge keep learners interested and
working.
● Structure coursework in a constructivist and learner-centered manner. Having a member
of the instruction team try to spend time one-on-one with each learner in the course to
ascertain their goals and objectives for being a part of this course or program can mitigate
or eliminate learner feelings of isolation. The learner and instructor, in essence, become
partners in meeting learning objectives set out in the contract at the beginning of the term.
● Foster an environment of collaboration over competition if that is possible within your
program. While not every program serves a collaborative occupation, learning to work
collaboratively as part of a community is not necessarily something traditional learners
see modeled in their day-to-day lives.
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Increasing Social Presence
Increasing social presence allows learners to interact more comfortably with each other
and with the instructor. Increasing learner social presence is not something that an instructor can
make happen on their own. Learner buy-in and active participation must be stressed. Some of the
most important techniques include:
● Ask learners to post an introduction, preferably in video form, during the initial days of
the course. If this can be part of an assignment, it is even more powerful. Encouraging
learners to share a personal story or their goals for their fellow learners gives several
opportunities for learners to connect on topics outside of the course’s learning objectives
while simultaneously fulfilling a learning objective of the course.
● Encourage learner sharing on topics outside of the learning objectives. This makes
learners feel more at ease and gives several issues on which learners can bond with each
other over shared ideas or interests.
● If possible, conduct coursework in a hi-flex or hybrid manner, where learners meet
face-to-face and in virtual spaces. This will speed up social interaction and the formation
of social presence. If not possible to meet in a face-to-face environment because of
distance or social distancing requirements, video conferencing programs such as Zoom
are acceptable substitutes.
● Encourage a virtual third place where learners can congregate with or without instructor
presence. This will help carry forward the social presences conceived in face-to-face
meetings and enhance the bonds formed between learners.
● Arrange programs in a cohort fashion. This is most likely applicable at the graduate
school level, but it dramatically decreases the time building a social presence at the start
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of each term. Social presence may be carried from term to term and built on between
learners and instructors.
Increasing Cognitive Presence
Cognitive presence is built when learners have a robust engagement with the course
materials. Granted, not all courses are created equally. Taking the most evident learner-centered
approach to presenting the learning objectives, checking in frequently with learners, and offering
timely assessments all foster engagement between the learner and the course materials.
● Make sure course content is relevant, real-world applicable, and engaging. Encouraging
curiosity and creativity to connect with learners’ existing mental models and in
discussions between learners can facilitate the cognitive presence process.
● Make recorded lectures short and remove all extraneous information from slides. This is a
best practice in Human-Computer Interaction and a part of understanding how learning
takes place effectively. Eliminating irrelevant visual and auditory information makes a
more straightforward path to knowledge acquisition. This can mean breaking larger
concepts down into several shorter lectures if necessary.
● Use mixed media to present information relevant to the course objectives. If someone
else has already made a video explaining a concept well, use it. If there is a figure or a
table available to make a concept clearer, present it instead of explaining it.
● Hold small- or large-group discussions either in asynchronous discussion boards or as a
part of the regular course work to check for understanding concepts. Ask leading teaching
presence questions in discussions if learners are heading in the wrong direction. If this is
ineffectual, in engaging with all learners, assign reflection papers to check for individual
learners’ understanding of topics presented.
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● Keep activities as actively engaging and learner-centered as possible, and keep in mind
that learners may be of an engagement type that doesn’t look like it’s actively learning
when it might be. Independent learners may be more introverted but still, have a firm
grasp on the materials and the learning objectives.
Novel Approaches to Designing Online Coursework with Community in Mind
Through research and instructor interviews, a few novel approaches to creating
community in online coursework came to light:
● Using the LMS quiz feature to create weekly check-ins with learners. This allowed
learners to report any issues in their life that may be affecting their coursework. This
opened a clear line between learner and instructor and is at the heart of learner-centered
engagement. Questions on this check-in may include more serious mental health issues
arising in the learner’s life or physical, mental, and emotional safety issues. Questions
could also cover lighter topics surrounding the learners’ lives, such as the music they are
currently enjoying or the TV shows or movies engaging them. Instructors can use this
information to design class sessions that are relevant, engaging, and topical to the learner
or to offer support in more serious situations ([P10], Personal Interview, 6/24/2021).
● Develop active learning assignments within the learning objectives of the online course.
Combining active learning activities with constructivist teaching strategies may be the
most effective way to engage learners in virtual settings (Koohang et al., 2016; Mayer,
2019; [P6], Personal Interview, 5/25/2021).
● Research shows that for graduate-level learners, especially the ever growing group of
non-traditional learners, minding their emotional presence and showing flexibility and
kind behaviors is imperative for online coursework success and dropout mitigation (Jiang
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& Koo, 2020; Cole et al., 2021; Gregori et al., 2018; Kauffman, 2015). Encouraging
graduate-level learners a virtual third place that is free of instructor presence can help
increase social presence between learners, and foster a deeper sense of community among
the learners who participate.
● Encouraging learner participation with existing social network platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter may give traditional and undergraduate learners a more
robust sense of social presence with each other, and the social presence already
developed as a part of using these platforms cuts down on the necessity for building new
a new social presence from course to course and term to term (Kazanidis et al., 2018;
Abdelmalak, 2015). This can occur by conducting the whole course within an alternative
platform instead of a traditional LMS, or as a community page where learners can
interact with their peers.
● Learners found that the building of Wiki pages pertinent to their coursework to be a
real-world output and an effective way to build community with their peers (Abdelmalak,
2015). A program or course-wide Wiki with input from many or all former learners
within the program could potentially answer frequently asked questions for new
participants, and could also relieve strain on instructors being asked the same questions
about particular courses or the program in general. The Wiki could also be a place where
learners are able to develop and publish algorithms for course activities. This could be
helpful in delineating processes like applying for graduation or submitting a proposal to
the IRB.
This research project has effectively merged the notion of forming a community within
online learning environments by establishing the importance of bolstering all three CoI presences
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as well as incorporating constructivist learning theories and active learning strategies. Coupled
with the creative use of Web 2.0 technologies, effective course design, and finally real-world
applicable projects, creative instructors have a plethora of information at their fingertips to
effectively influence the creation of community among online learners. Learners themselves also
will need to engage in this process in a real and effectual way, actively participating in-class
assignments which help to foster their own social presence. Instructors have a large toolkit with
which they can actively encourage learners to participate in an active learning community,
making those who do ultimately decide to drop out of programs for reasons beyond lack of
support or feelings of isolation.
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Appendix A
List of Courses Engaged in this Study
EDAC 634-The Adult as a Learner
EDAC 635-Strategies for Teaching Adults
EDAC 638-Program Planning in Community and Adult Education
EMDD 101-The Digital World
EMDD 215-Usability
EMDD 610-Theories and Frameworks in Human-Computer Interaction
EMDD 660-Applied Research Lab
HONR 189-Inquiries in Global Studies
HONR199-Inquiries in Contemporary American Civilization
JOUR 101-Media and Society
JOUR 182-Media Analytics and Content Strategy
JOUR 250-Introduction to Advertising
JOUR 302-Diversity and Media
JOUR 382-Media Theory and Research
JOUR 595-Journalism Seminar
JOUR 625-Journalistic Judgments and Sociology of News
JOUR 643-Emerging Technologies
NEWS 449-Legal and Ethical Issues
PR 680-Journalism and Mass Communication Research Methods
PR 565-Public Relations Campaigns
SS 397-Teaching Social Studies in the Elementary School
TCOM 284-Practical Aspects of Media Law
TCOM 384-Electonic Media Law
TCOM422-Advanced Video and Audio Reporting
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Appendix B
Informal interview questions for faculty members based on the interview outlined in
(Berry, 2019):
● This Zoom session is being recorded, can you please verify that I have your permission to
record this session for the purposes of this study alone. The recording will remain on a
password protected computer for the duration of three years and then destroyed.
● How long have you been at Ball State University?
● How long have you been teaching online? Describe positions held at Ball State
University and elsewhere.
● How would you describe the experience? Specifically, how does teaching online differ
from teaching face-to-face? Are there unique challenges associated with teaching online?
● According to the literature, one challenge that online learners experience is creating
community. How would you define a learning community?
● What would you say is the instructor’s role in creating community online?
● Based on the literature, community is defined as a site of frequent interaction,
engagement, and mutual support. In a community, members trust each other and support
each other toward shared goals. Would you describe your classes in the program as
learning communities? Why? Why not? Can you give examples?
● Inside the classroom, what do you do to promote peer interaction and connection? Are
there teaching strategies, assignments, etc. Can you give examples?
● What strategies do you use to facilitate dialogue and discussion in your classes? What
activities do you use to promote reflection and critical thinking in the online class?
● As an instructor, what is your role in supporting learners’ sense of community in your
classes? Do you play a role in supporting their sense of community outside of class?
How?
● Switching reels for a second to talk about technology design... Canvas features a number
of bells and whistles including discussion and chat... how do the features of Canvas
impact how you help learners connect and engage?
● Do you use any other technologies or encourage the use of any other technologies outside
of Canvas, such as Skype, Zoom, or voice/VoiP technologies?
● Do you use features like breakout rooms in your class? How often? How do you think it
impacts learners’ interaction and sense of community?
● Do you use the chat room in your classes? How often? How do you think the use of chat
in your classroom impacts learners’ sense of community? Are there features you’d like to
use more in the synchronous classroom? Why?
● Did you receive any training professional development in using features of the LMS?
Describe. How did it impact your teaching practice?
● Thinking more broadly about the program and the institution, are there any supports that
assist you in facilitating community? For example, are their resources, professional
development or collaboration opportunities that have impacted how you support learners
in connecting and interacting in the classroom?
● Talk about your experience as a faculty member... Are there any things that you
experience as a faculty member that make it harder for you to facilitate community?
These can be experiences inside of the classroom or outside of the classroom.
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● How are full-time faculty (or adjunct faculty) expected to help cultivate community in the
online program? How do you feel about these expectations? What resources have you
received to support you in creating community? What barriers have you experienced in
trying to create community?
● Overall, what resources do you think online faculty need in helping facilitate peer-to-peer
interaction, engagement, and community?
● Is there anything else we have not mentioned about creating and maintaining an online
community that you would like to add?
● Please provide the PI with a list of learners in your online course.
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Appendix C
A complete listing of questions used in the learner survey including the CCS, CoI, and
Demographics questions (Rovai, 2002; Arbaugh et al., 2008):
1. Informed Consent
2. In reference to which course are you answering this survey:
● List of courses developed from faculty interviews (Found in Appendix A)
3. Classroom Community Scale (Rovai, 2002):
Please select the statement that comes closest to indicating how you feel about this
course. There are no correct or incorrect responses. (5 point Likert-type scale 1=Strongly
Agree 5=Strongly disagree)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I feel that learners in this course care about each other
I feel that I am encouraged to ask questions
I feel connected to others in this course
I feel that it is hard to get help when I have a question
I do not feel a spirit of community
I feel that I receive timely feedback
I feel that this course is like a family
I feel uneasy exposing gaps in my understanding
I feel isolated in this course
I feel reluctant to speak openly
I trust others in this course
I feel that this course results in only modest learning
I feel that I can rely on others in this course
I feel that other learners do not help me learn
I feel that members of this course depend on me
I feel that I am given ample opportunities to learn
I feel uncertain about others in this course
I feel that my educational needs are not being met
I feel confident that others will support me
I feel that this course does not promote a desire to learn

4. CoI Survey (Arbaugh et al., 2008):
Please select the statement that comes closest to indicating how you feel about this
course. There are no correct or incorrect responses. (5 point Likert-type scale 1=Strongly
Disagree 5=Strongly Agree)
● The instructor clearly communicated important course topics
● The instructor clearly communicated important course goals
● The instructor provided clear instructions on how to participate in course learning
activities
● The instructor clearly communicated important due dates/time frames for learning
activities
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● The instructor was helpful in identifying areas of agreement and disagreement on course
topics that helped me to learn
● The instructor was helpful in guiding the class towards understanding course topics in a
way that helped me clarify my thinking
● The instructor helped to keep course participants engaged and participating in productive
dialogue
● The instructor helped keep the course participants on task in a way that helped me to
learn
● The instructor encouraged course participants to explore new concepts in this course
● Instructor actions reinforced the development of a sense of community among course
participants
● The instructor helped to focus discussion on relevant issues in a way that helped me to
learn
● The instructor provided feedback that helped me understand my strengths and
weaknesses relative to the course’s goals and objectives
● The instructor provided feedback in a timely fashion
● Getting to know other course participants gave me a sense of belonging in the course
● I was able to form distinct impressions of some course participants
● Online or web-based communication is an excellent medium for social interaction
● I felt comfortable conversing through the online medium
● I felt comfortable participating in the course discussions
● I felt comfortable interacting with other course participants
● I felt comfortable disagreeing with other course participants while still maintaining a
sense of trust
● I felt that my point of view was acknowledged by other course participants
● Online discussions help me to develop a sense of collaboration
● Problems posed increased my interest in course issues
● Course activities piqued my curiosity
● I felt motivated to explore content related questions
● I utilized a variety of information sources to explore problems posed in this course
● Brainstorming and finding relevant information helped me resolve content related
questions
● Online discussions were valuable in helping me appreciate different perspectives
● Combining new information helped me answer questions raised in course activities
● Learning activities helped me construct explanations/solutions
● Reflection on course content and discussions helped me understand fundamental concepts
in this class
● I can describe ways to test and apply the knowledge created in this course
● I have developed solutions to course problems that can be applied in practice
● I can apply the knowledge created in this course to my work or other non-class related
activities
5. Demographic Information
● Age Range
● Location
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